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Research Objectives

Exploring ways to capture the distinctive features of the

philosophical schools of the pre-Qin and Han dynasties

Long-term goal: track the change over time



CONTENT
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How to capture the features of schools

WRITING STYLE

meanings of polysemous
words varying across schools
their distributions and
themes they represent

frequency of entities
sentence structure



Using the agnostic nature of algorithms

 Large-scale analysis

 To discover perspectives that cannot be illustrated by

the traditional close reading paradigm

1.

2.
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Motivation

Exploratory!



 Close reading: summarize patterns + interpretations

 Distant reading

 Unsupervised: provide suggestive meanings/patterns

Supervised: test the importance of selected features

 Close <--validate--> Distant

1.

2.

a.

b.

3.
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Methods
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Corpus Description

https://ctext.org/
The Chinese Text Project is an online open-access digital library that makes pre-modern Chinese texts available to readers
and researchers all around the world.  With over thirty thousand titles and more than five billion characters, the Chinese
Text Project is also the largest database of pre-modern Chinese texts in existence. 
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Content Analysis — meanings
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You need a theory of the meaning of concepts 
And a theory of the words and phrases that express them in the corpora

What is the meaning of Tesgüino?
Some contexts:
    1. A bottle of Tesgüino is on the table
    2. Everybody likes Tesgüino
    3. Don’t have Tesgüino before your drive
    4. We make Tesgüino out of corn



Meaning is use! => need a lot of data

Distributional Hypothesis: You shall know a word by the
company it keeps (Firth, 1957)

=> need to represent the contexts, e.g. collocations or embeddings...
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Distributional Hypothesis: Vector similarity implies semantic similarity

What is the meaning of Tesgüino?

Some contexts:

    1. A bottle of Tesgüino is on the table

    2. Everybody likes Tesgüino

    3. Don’t have Tesgüino before your drive

    4. We make Tesgüino out of corn
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Intrinsic evaluation

a. Do the embeddings agree with human intuitions of word similarity?
b. Do the embeddings preserve word analogies?
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summarize
themes

identify key 
philosophical concepts

represent 
these words

identify
polysemous words

word embedding
(skipgram - word2vec )

try: context embedding (bert) 

meanings 
(in each schools)

interpret features
of schools
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Methods: Word2vec (Skipgram)



Keywords
         -> themes
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Content - close reading
Summarize key concepts and themes



Keywords
         -> themes
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Content - close reading
Summarize key concepts and themes
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Keywords
         -> themes

Content - distant reading
Topic modeling

Suggest representative key words for the close
reading team to interpret, select, and categorize
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Close reading Distant reading



March 24, 2023Pipeline of Content Analysis (iterative)

human-summarized patterns (of key words and meanings of polysemo us words)

topic modeling-produced results -> suggest representative words

revise human-selected lists with the results + identify topics and categorize words

input into word embedding

separate background and target words (separate the same words in different schools), 

test out word embeddings

interpret the results and compare with the pre-made hypotheses

        based on frequency and interpretations
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Content - distant reading
Unsupervised embedding (key concepts)

 target words -- for hypothesis testing
differences in meanings across schools
 relations with other concepts in certain contexts

 background words -- for pre-defined assumptions

Hypotheses
1.

a.
b.

2.
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demo
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Writing Style Analysis



March 24, 2023Pipeline of Writing Style Analysis (iterative)

human-summarized patterns (of sentence structures)

design features for the machine learning model

analyze feature correlations and importance

keep experimenting



Parameters: frequency of entities, sentence structure
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Writing Style
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Thank you


